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LANSA V14 SP1
LANSA Version 14 SP1 includes lots of new features and many
enhancements that are all detailed in the Newsletter!
The next V14 SP1 issues will be discussed in this Newsletter:
 LANSA for Web Updates.
 Visual LANSA Framework.
 Updated Visual LANSA IDE Home Page.
 Develop and Deploy Applications in the Cloud.
 Installation/Upgrade/Deployment Enhancements.
 LANSA Integrator.
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1. LANSA for Web Updates
1.a Responsive Design Features
New key features in LANSA for Web help you in creating responsive layouts.

Layout Managers
A fundamental requirement in multi-channel applications is that they adjust to the size of the
devices they are run on. Often these applications are complex, designed using Visual LANSA
reusable-parts.
To handle this complexity in Visual LANSA, you can use multiple layout managers. In Visual LANSA
14 SP1 all the layouts that have been created for the application can be selected from the ribbon,
allowing you to easily work with different layouts at design time.
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Designs
Designs, which are roughly equivalent to CSS @Media queries, have been available since the
introduction of LANSA Version 14.
Designs define a point at which the DesignChanged event will fire. This allows you to apply a
particular layout, or show/hide columns and so on when the event fires. The event is fired on every
reusable part instance.

A three-part introduction to developing responsive web applications using Visual LANSA V14 is
available on the LANSA web site. You can access the videos here:
http://www.lansa.com/game-changer/videos.htm#tab=#developers
Or from the Home Page of the Visual LANSA IDE:
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Variable Sizing
The biggest single addition to the language for responsive design is a new sizing model: Layout
managers can be used to size a control based on the size of its contents.

Until this enhancement, the bounds of the control defined its size. If the content did not fit - for
example when the text was too long for a button - it was truncated. Now you can specify that the
button is resized to the width of the text so that the button immediately resizes if the text changes.

Additional margin properties have been added where necessary to allow for internal spacing.
Web Pages and Lists without Scroll Bars
This new feature simplifies the creation of variable length web pages: the width of a control can
remain fixed while the length increases, automatically increasing the length of the page. Used in
conjunction with the Flow features of table layout, designing complex, multicolumn pages is now
very simple.
Variable sizing is also supported by lists, so adding entries can make the control longer rather than
showing a scroll bar.
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The variable sizing features are also in operation at design time.

Layout Helper Changes
New sizing options have been introduced to the Layout tab on the editor ribbon to support
responsive design:
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1.b Web Page Templates/Sample Applications
The new Visual LANSA web page templates offer a quick and easy to way to generate simple,
abstract and responsive web applications you can use as starting point when creating your own
applications.
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1.c New Layout Behavior
You no longer need to create a layout for a form, web page, panel etc. before dropping a control on
it. You can create the layout after you have dropped the control, or if you do not create a layout, the
IDE will create it as required.

Also, controls no longer have a default layout behavior regardless of whether their container has a
layout or not. This ensures a consistent approach to laying out controls as the result of dropping a
control on the UI is exactly the same every time.

Previous Behavior
Prior to version 14.1 it was necessary to create a layout manager for a container before controls
could be laid out. When a control was dropped on a container, default layout behavior was applied to
the control. This was OK for some scenarios, but was counterproductive in others, and if the
container had no layout manager, the control would simply show using its default appearance. The
result was a conditional difference in behavior that could be confusing.
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2. Visual LANSA Framework
This section outlines new features in the EPC141006 version of the Framework.

Ready-made Filters and Command Handlers
New VLF-ONE Reusable Parts are available when you create command handlers and filters.
When you create reusable parts for the Framework, you can choose from four VLF-ONE options.
(These options are available only if the VLF is installed in the partition.)

Basic Command Handler and Basic Filter contain the minimal command handler and filter building
blocks for developers familiar with creating Framework applications.
Typical Command Handler and Typical Filter contain typical generic code and will compile and
execute as generic versions.
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Associated Instances
VLF-ONE command handlers support the concept of an 'associated' instance.
When one or more instance level command handler tabs are initially displayed, they are assigned an
'associated' instance – in effect the #avListManager.CurrentInstance at the time they were first
opened.
The associated instance is a #VF_LM003O object – just like the Current or a Selected instance.
The associated item is directly exposed as property #Com_Owner.avAssociatedInstance and its data
values can be accessed by method#Com_Owner.avGetAssociatedInstance. In most situations these
can be used just like #avListManager.CurentInstance and #avListManager.GetCurrentInstance.
In typical applications where only one set of instance level command handlers can be concurrently
open, #avListManager.CurrentInstance and #Com_Owner.avAssociatedInstance can be used
interchangeably.
However, if the business object allows multiple concurrently open instances, you will need to use the
associated instance instead of the current or selected instance.
Refer to the shipped Advanced example named Multiple Instance. It uses VL reusable parts
DF_T61F1O and DF_T61H1O as filter and command handler that allow up to 5 business object
instances to be concurrently open.
It is important to note that when using multiple open instances, you should adopt a KISS design
approach. Specifically, avoid using things like subtypes, peers, children, and conditionally available
command handlers (tabs) to avoid getting into a complexity tangle.
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Hide instance list toolbars in VLF-ONE
VLF-ONE
The instance list toolbar can be hidden in VLF-ONE applications.
The None option prevents the tool bar from being displayed above the instance list.
The Top, Left, Right and Bottom options are all treated as Top.
Note that hiding the toolbar may not free the space above the instance list because other options
also appear in that area.

VLF-WIN
Set this option to Top, Left, Right or Bottom to cause a tool bar of the commands associated with
objects in the instance list to be displayed in the specified location. Set this option to None to
prevent an instance list tool bar from being displayed.
The existence and location of any instance list tool bar is an application designer controlled feature.
This option only applies to the shipped instance browser.

This property is in the Business Object Instance List/Relations tab.

Maintain users, authorities and custom properties in VLF-ONE
Users, their authorities and associated custom property settings can now be maintained in VLF-ONE
just as they can in VLF-WIN.
Refer to the shipped VLF-ONE examples Administration application:
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No list of Frameworks in logon screen
If the Framework to be opened is specified on the start-up URL or by the entry point web page, the
selection list is no longer displayed and the initial selection message is not issued.

Filters and command handlers can be zoomed
Filters and command handlers can now be zoomed and shrunk using a new status bar feature.
Users can move the slider, or click on the bar to select a predefined size:

As an example, here is the shipped Business Object 101 example with the filter exaggeratedly
shrunk and the command handler exaggeratedly zoomed:
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aXes-TS2 as RAMP-Tools engine
Previously you could choose to use aXes-TS or aXes-TS2 as your run time execution engine, but you
could not use aXes-TS2 as your RAMP Tools engine.
You can now choose aXes-TS or aXes-TS2 as your RAMP Tools engine.
That choice is made in the Server Definition tab:

It is recommending that aXes-TS RAMP users consider moving to the standards compliant aXes-TS2
engine, away from the Internet Explorer dependent aXes-TS engine.
Note that you need to test your RAMP application after making this move.
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Better Encryption for User Authority Options
User and authority editing now uses better encryption, even when HTTP connections are used,
noting that the use of HTTPS is recommended.

Create desktop icon
You can create a desktop icon for your VLF-ONE application using Create Desktop Icon in the
Execute Framework as VLF-ONE Application dialog.

This option attempts to create desktop icon or shortcut to launch the displayed URL using the
chosen browser.
It is only usable for the Chrome, Firefox and Internet Explorer browsers.

Note
There are various arcane Windows rules related to who can create desktop items.
If the attempt to create the icon fails, copy the URL and then paste it into a manually created
desktop item instead.

Close button in message display
The clear button has been removed from the display of messages and replaced by a close image.
The close image and the up down scroll indicators have all been moved from the right to the left
hand side.
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Smaller collapsible toolbar in VLF-ONE
The VLF-ONE main tool bar has been made considerably smaller, including using a smaller font.

It now includes an option to collapse or expand it to increase the usable ‘desktop’ area.

Method renamed
The method #avFrameworkManager.avReceiveServerMessages has been renamed
avReceiveSystemMessageQueue to standardize message handling.
If you have code using avReceiveServerMessages, it needs to be changed to use the new name.

You can add the ? icon to title panes
You can display the ? icon on title panes and specify the hint text to be displayed using the New
Property #Com_Owner.avTitleBarHelp.
To hide the “?” icon set this property to an empty string.

Quickly Clear Existing Messages
You can now Quickly Clear Messages in Your Code using the Clearexistingmessages parameter in the
avIssueMessage method.

New Look Sign-in Dialog
The default sign-in dialog now has a clean and minimalist look.
The eye icon beside the password can be used to see the
password that has been entered.
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Command handler tabs and instance list columns can be reordered
Users can now reorder command handler tabs and instance list columns.

Re-Order Command Handler Tabs
Default is unchecked.
If this option is checked for a business object, application or Framework, the user can re-order their
command handler tabs using the Reorder Tabs option in the Change Settings menu. When this
option is clicked, a menu is shown with an item for each tab. The user can then drag and drop these
menu items to rearrange the command handler tabs.

The feature is not available when the Framework is running in tablet mode.
This property is in the Business Object, Application and Framework Command Display tab.
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Re-Order Columns Instance List
If this option is checked, the user can rearrange the columns in the instance list.
In VLF-WIN, the user can drag and drop the columns directly.
In VLF-ONE, the user has a menu item in the Show/Hide Columns menu called Change Order. When
this option is clicked, a menu showing all the columns is displayed. The users can then drag and
drop these menu items to rearrange the instance list columns.
The property only applies to standard instance lists, not to Panel Instance lists or Custom Instance
lists.
This property is in the Business Object Instance List/Relations tab.

Control the number of open command tabs
There is a new option to control how many instances of the instance level command tab containers
may be concurrently open in VLF-ONE.
As a usage example, imagine a business object named Orders with a Details instance level
command.
Setting this option to 3 indicates that the Details of up to three orders could be concurrently
displayed.
The default and minimum value is 1, the maximum value is 9.
Using any value other than 1 means additional design and resource usage considerations apply to
your application.
This property is in the Command Display tab.

New option to upload Framework design
You can upload your Framework design to the server using Upload Script in the Execute Framework
as VLF-ONE Application dialog.
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Customized header and trailer panels in logon screen
Customized header and trailer panels are available for the default logon screen.
The shipped demonstration system shows this new feature by using reusable parts UF_OHEADP and
UF_OTRALP to customize the header and trailer parts of the standard logon:

Refer to the shipped source code for details of how to make your own customized logon header and
trailer reusable parts.
To completely replace the logon dialog, refer to the source code of shipped entry point UF_OEXEC.

Logon timeout can be specified
The logon timeout can now be defined.

Slider pane can be opened programmatically
A slider panel can open (float) or close itself programmatically.
The slider pane ancestor VF_AC028O now supports methods uFloatifClosed and uCloseifFloating that
allow a slider to open (float) or close itself programmatically.

Specify the location of buttons in RAMP VLF-ONE screens
You can now define the location, size and separation of push buttons in RAMP VLF-ONE screens.
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Tracing Improvements
Improved Instance List Tracing
Instance lists actions are now extensively traced. Here is a shipped example with tracing of its
instance list additions:

Trace Filtering
The filter option on the bottom of the trace window filters all traces to only display matches.
The currently displayed trace and any future traces are subject to the filter.

Simplified Tracing
VLF-ONE now supports System and Application Level Tracing the same way as VLF-WIN.
Previously many system level trace items tended to clutter up when using tracing.
These now only appear in the trace when &Trace=System is used.
This vastly reduces how many events are traced in application tracing mode (&Trace=Y).

System Tracing has a New Show Active Button
System tracing has a new Show Active button which traces all major objects that are currently open.
Using this button from time to time to check for ‘surprises’ is one way to look for objects that are
not being correctly destroyed when they should be.
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Tab Style Enforced
Selecting a view now displays tabs correctly as tabs:

More Messaging Examples
Messages examples have been extended with additional #SYS_MSGQ and Server Module messaging
examples:
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Logon validator can pass information/persisting values on the server
The VLF-ONE logon validator can now pass information to other server modules. A new example of
persisting values on the server is also available.
The logon validator used in a VLF-ONE application can now return up to five persistent strings that
are subsequently accessible to other server modules running within the same session.

For example, your logon validator might use string 1 to make the logged on user name available to
all server modules.
It might also use string 2 to make a replacement library list command available to all other server
modules (e.g.: “CHGLIBL LIBL(QTEMP DATLIBRARY1 DATALIBRARY2 PROGRAMLIB1)”
The other server modules can then set the correct IBM i library list as they start to execute (Please
note: see Business Object 101,102 and 130 examples before doing this yourself).
The new Foundation -> Persistent Strings example demonstrates this new capability and additional
information about using server side persistence of information:
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Commands can be enabled/disabled programmatically
The Framework manager has a new method avChangeCommandState that allows commands to be
programmatically enabled or disabled.
Refer to and execute the Advanced -> Command Enablement example in the Advanced examples
DF_T63H1O for more information:

Easier Identification of Shipped Objects
All shipped demonstration objects, things prefixed DF_ or UF_, are now identifiable by mousing over
the “?” icon on their execution pane title bar.
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Instance List Row Height Can Be Set
You can now set the Row Height for the default instance list for individual business objects.
You can also set the Instance list initial height and width for each business object.

Background images
You can set a background image for VLF-ONE applications
The shipped demonstration system demonstrates this new feature via reusable part DF_BACKPO.
DF_BACKPO is defined in the shipped demonstration Framework on the Web/RAMP details tab:

At execution time causes the ‘watermark’ to appear at the bottom right of the main panels:
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3. Updated Visual LANSA IDE Home Page
The Updated Visual LANSA IDE Home page includes new and updated Sample Applications, Samples
and Examples.
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4. Develop and Deploy Applications in the Cloud
LANSA's flexible cloud products provide developers with options to:
 Build and deploy in the cloud
 Build on-premises and deploy in the cloud
 Build in the cloud and deploy on-premises

The flexibility of Visual LANSA's development and deployment options allows you to mix and match
where you build and deploy applications. One option is to move all Web development and
deployment to the cloud. For applications requiring on-premises deployment to satisfy regulatory or
compliance requirements, you can build in the cloud and deploy on-premises. Visual LANSA imposes
no constraints on where you build and deploy applications.
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The Visual LANSA Development Environment Web Application Framework on Windows (Visual LANSA
IDE) is available in the AWS (Amazon Web Services)
Marketplace: https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/B0153VJXQW (please open this link in a new
tab).
The LANSA Scalable License on Windows (LANSA Web Applications) is available from the AWS
(Amazon Web Services)
Marketplace:https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/B00YI0IQPE/ref=srh_res_product_title?ie=U
TF8&sr=0-2&qid=1464669062294 (please open this link in a new tab).
The Visual LANSA for Web Development (Visual LANSA IDE) is available in the Microsoft Azure
Marketplace:https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/partners/lansa/visuallansa (please
open this link in a new tab).
The LANSA Scalable License on Windows (LANSA Web Applications) is not yet available in the
Microsoft Azure Marketplace.
Also refer to the LANSA web site: http://www.lansa.com/products/lansa-cloud.htm.
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5. Installation/Upgrade/Deployment Enhancements
Default Values for Options
There are fewer options you must specify when installing LANSA.
Many file transfer and configuration options now have default values based on the Windows Start
Menu Folder file names. This means there are fewer options you need to click on. The mandatory
options you need to specify are shown in bold:

The Windows Start Menu Folder (which itself is defaulted from the root directory) is used to default
the following values:
 Website Name
 Database Name
 Data Source Name
 LANSA System Name (for the lroute record that will be created to point to the configurations
listener)
 User Id and password for VL Web
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Default values are provided for these options:
 Database
 Data Source
 IBM i Language Options
 Web Server Details (no longer exists)
 IIS Virtual Folder (if cgi-bin didn’t exist in the website)
 LANSA Open Translation Table
You still need to specify the value for these options:
 Connection Information to Master
 User Id for VL Web Configuration

Note
IBM i Language Options and LANSA Open Translation Table are defaulted to the PC’s language.

Local lroute.dat File is now the Default
If you chose to use a shared file, the default location is a folder that is not likely to be inside a
LANSA configurations directory structure.
The local lroute.dat file in a configuration is used by default. If a shared file is used, the default
location is a folder that is not likely to be inside of LANSA configurations directory structure.
The location of the lroute.dat file is specified using the Common File Locations option.
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New Website Option Replaces Many Web-related Options
The use of one IIS Plugin and one website per LANSA configuration is enforced.
A new Website option has replaced these options: Web Server Details, Websites for IIS
Plugin and Website for Web Images. The use of one IIS Plugin and one website per LANSA configuration
is now enforced.

A completely separate website and IIS plugin for each Visual LANSA configuration is enforced, so
that there can be no conflict when upgrading or installing other Visual LANSA configurations. This
means that each Visual LANSA configuration has to execute web requests on a different port. The
installation of a new Visual LANSA configuration will default the port for the web site to the first
available port starting from port 8080 (as it does now for the TCP/IP connection).
When upgrading a Visual LANSA system, you can create a new separate website (only needed if the
current website is being shared). If we detect that the configuration is using multiple websites, you
have to select one (or a new one) and all virtual folders will be consolidated into the chosen website.
This allows those customers who have not already manually configured their existing Visual LANSA
configurations to have a separate website, or the option to do so.
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6. LANSA Integrator

A number of enhancements have been made to LANSA Integrator:
 HMAC support has been added to HashService.
 SFTPService can now use public key and user/password for dual authentication.
 BASE64FileService can now ENCODE and DECODE from a specified field.
 SpoolFile Manager and Database Manager can use Kerberos authentication.
 ExcelService performance improvements such as READONLY mode.
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How to test your Web Configuration is running
There are two easy ways to test your web site is correctly configured and currently running. You can
select to test the appropriate web technology you are using, Web Pages and Web Webroutines.
If these test fail, refer back to the Install and Administer LANSA Guide or contact your local LANSA
support group.

A Simple Web Page to test web Configuration
After you have installed and configured web for an RDMLX partition, if you are intending to use web
pages, you can execute a test Web Page to test you configuration.
In the IDE go to File > Options > Web

For Windows IIS Configurations your Web page Base URL should look like the following:
http://localhost:<port>/<configuration name>/
For IBM i Apache Configurations your Web page Base URL should look like the following:
http://<IBM i>:<port>/<LANSA system name>/
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Note





Using the 3 URLs available, you can set up several Web Page Base URLs, for example, your
local one and your development IBM i and your test IBM i. It becomes an easy way to test if
a particular web site setup OK and ready to go.
If you are running the test on IBM i Apache system the AVLWEB import must be performed
via the partition initialization in the Administration Menu first.
Note: From Service Pack 1 for V14, the web import is called WEBINIT. This import is
mandatory for web development.
If there are special characters(like '@' '_' ) or spaces in your Visual LANSA configuration
name or your LANSA for i system name, these will be substituted with '-'.
For example: a LANSA for i system called 'DC@PGMLIB' would become 'DC-PGMLIB' and a
Visual LANSA configuration name of 'My LANSA V14' would become 'My-LANSA-V14'

Use the test button to launch something like the following URL.
When the web page is launched in the browser the following will be appended to the end of your
URL: <partition>/xvlwebtst.html?lang=eng
The following page should be displayed:
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Press the 'Send Request to Application Server' button to verify that the application server is set up
and working.
It should look like the following:
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A Simple WAM to Test WAM Configuration
Note
If you install a new V14 Visual LANSA system, you will only have the Web Page URL test
option, you won't see the Webroutine URL test option.
After you have completed a partition initialization for WAM development, use the Webroutine Base
URL test to check if WAM's are set up and working correctly.
For Windows IIS Configurations your Webroutine Base URL should look like the following:
http://localhost:<port>/<configuration name>/lansaweb
For IBM i Apache Configurations your Webroutine Base URL should look like the following:
http://<IBM i>:<port>/<LANSA system name>/lansaweb
When the page is launched in the browser the following will be appended to the end of your URL:
?wam=xabout&webrtn=show&ml=LANSA:XHTML&part=<your RDMLX partition>&lang=ENG
The following page should be displayed:
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How to check if the version of JTOpen in use is the
latest version
Each delivery of LANSA Integrator includes the latest JTOpen jt400.jar file as LANSA always tests
and develops with the latest version. JTOpen is the IBM Toolbox for Java and is required by some
LANSA Integrator services, for example, PDFSpoolFileService. Refer to the LANSA Integrator guide
in the Online LANSA guides for more details.
If you install a new version of LANSA Integrator, you will get the latest version of JTOpen shipped
with the product.
However, if you upgrade to a new version of LANSA Integrator, the upgrade logic does not replace
an existing ./jar/jt400.jar, because you may rely on a particular version and replacing JTOpen with a
new version might cause functionality and features to behave differently or not function at all.
The side effect of this policy is that your jt400.jar might be quite old, especially if you have been
upgrading LANSA Integrator from version to version over many years.
You can check what version of JTOpen is in use. When LANSA Integrator starts, the JTOpen version
is printed to STDOUT.TXT
IBM Toolbox for Java:
Open Source Software, JTOpen 9.0, codebase 5770-SS1 V7R3M0.00 built=20160302 @Q10
Supports JDBC version 3.0
Toolbox driver version 11.0

If you want to migrate to the latest, it is possible to download the latest JTOpen
from https://sourceforge.net/projects/jt400/
Alternatively, you could install a new LANSA Integrator at the latest level and use the jt400.jar from
this system.

Note
It is always very important to conduct a thorough round of testing after replacing the jt400.jar with
a newer version before going live.
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Windows Operating System Upgrade can cause issues
for LANSA Integrator licensing
Upgrading a Windows Operating System may cause the LANSA Integrator licenses to become invalid
if the licenses are stored outside the affected LANSA Installation folder. The Windows Operation
System upgrade causes synchronization issues in the registry, thus causing the license check to fail.
This is not restricted to any particular operating system and can impacts upgrade of any server
operating system.

Note
This is not restricted to LANSA Integrator, but can affect any LANSA software or customer
application that uses JSM at V13 SP2 or above (64-bit JSM) - for instance LANSA Composer.
The two most common scenarios where this issue will cause the runtime application to fail
immediately (due to invalid license) after upgrading their server operating system are
1. LANSA Composer Windows Server 6.0 and
2. LANSA Integrator V13 SP2 or above.
(There is another known issue in LANSA causes by this defect in the Operating System. Refer
to Visual LANSA generates Global Data Initialization failed error after Windows 10 Upgrade or
Update)

Solution
There is a registry tool available from LANSA support that can be used to restore the registry
synchronization. Please contact your local LANSA support team and ask for the
lansa64reginit utility.
To apply the utility, you must save it onto the affected server computer and run it from the
command line as administrator. Once it completes successfully, you will need to restart JSM and
thereafter the License should work properly.
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